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A bold new collection showcasing the trailblazing individuals who fought for women’s suffrage,

honoring the Nineteenth Amendment’s centennial anniversary.Women Win the Vote! maps the

road to the Nineteenth Amendment through compact, readable biographies of nineteen women

who helped pave the way. From early feminist activist Lucretia Mott to radical twentieth century

suffragist Alice Paul, this vibrant collection profiles both iconic figures like Sojourner Truth and

those who may be less well-known, like Mary Ann Shadd Cary.Vividly illustrated with an eye-

catching design, Women Win the Vote! celebrates the 100th anniversary of the Nineteenth

Amendment and the intrepid individuals who broke through barriers and upended tradition to

fight for gender equality and the empowerment of future generations.

“The rousing spirit of Kennedy’s writing and Dockrill’s poster-like photo collages shine.”-

Publishers Weekly“The minibiographies serve as succinct and interesting catalysts for readers

to learn more about these and other women.”- Kirkus Reviews“An excellent snapshot view of

suffragettes for older elementary and middle school students.”- School Library Journal“This

accessible, well-sourced work is useful for browsing or as a supplemental resource for student

research.”- Booklist --This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorNancy B.

Kennedy is a journalist and the author of seven previous books. She was born in Rochester,

New York, the home of suffragist Susan B. Anthony and an epicenter of reform activity. "The

suffrage fight was long and complex, but focusing on the people involved brings this intricate

story to life," she says. "It is a privilege to be taking part in the centennial celebration of this

historic victory." She lives in Hopewell, New Jersey, with her husband, John, and their son,

Evan, on his occasional visits home from college. 
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DockrillFor my own suffragents, John and EvanTHE NINETEENTH AMENDMENT1.The right

of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or

by any State on account of sex.2.Congress shall have power to enforce this article by

appropriate legislation.ContentsIntroduction: Where Did Women’s Right to Vote Come From?
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CreditsIndexIntroductionWHERE DID WOMEN’S RIGHT TO VOTE COME FROM?THE RIGHT

TO VOTE—we hardly give it a thought these days. Once we’ve turned eighteen, we can

register as voters, and then, on Election Day, we head to our local polling place to cast our



ballot. We elect school board members, sheriffs, lawmakers, presidents, sometimes even

judges. This right is known as suffrage.This simple act of citizenship hasn’t always been the

right of all Americans. Far from it. For most of our nation’s history, only men—and only white

men, at that—could vote. The Constitution of the United States, the document that became our

country’s governing law in 1789, spoke of “persons” and not “men.” But in practice, and later

through laws and court rulings, women were excluded.Most men—and some women—

believed women just didn’t have what it takes to vote.At first, only free white men over the age

of twenty-one who were educated and owned property could vote in our country. These limits

left out a huge swath of people—in the first presidential election held in 1789, only 6 percent of

the population had the right to vote.This division between who could and could not vote

became unbearable for those who were denied the franchise. Eventually, women decided

they’d had enough and began to push back. Local groups started gathering, and in 1848, the

first large-scale gathering devoted to women’s rights in the United States took place in Seneca

Falls, New York.These fearless females got the ball rolling!Our form of democracy allows the

Constitution to be changed, or amended. After the Seneca Falls convention, women began to

fight for an amendment that would grant them the right to vote. Their single-minded purpose

earned them the title of suffragist. They traveled across the country speaking to puzzled

audiences who had never heard women speak in public. They lobbied lawmakers who had

never faced women determined to have their way.Finally, in 1878, suffragists succeeded in

having their amendment introduced in Congress. But congressmen weren’t interested. They

were afraid women would vote for people and issues they didn’t agree with. Year after year, the

amendment was introduced, but it wasn’t acted on until 1887, when the Senate voted on and

defeated the amendment. Despite the setback, suffragists continued to have the amendment

introduced every year.As the years passed, the suffrage campaign lost steam. During the Civil

War—and later World War I—the nation’s attention was focused on the war effort. Suffrage

groups split over the issue of voting rights for African Americans. Some women worked to gain

the vote state by state, while others insisted an amendment to the Constitution was the only

solution. Suffragists became divided even by tactics—some lost patience with polite lobbying

and became militant. If they landed in jail? So much the better! Anything to bring attention to

the cause.When the amendment reached Congress in 1919, forty-one years after the

suffragists’ first attempt, lawmakers were finally listening, and this time it passed. But in order to

become law, it needed the approval of thirty-six states. Suffragists began an intense state-by-

state battle. Their hard work paid off—on August 18, 1920, the Nineteenth Amendment was

ratified. Now it was illegal for states or the federal government to deny citizens the right to vote

because of their gender. In the presidential election that year, an estimated 10 million women

voted for the first time.
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never faced women determined to have their way.Finally, in 1878, suffragists succeeded in

having their amendment introduced in Congress. But congressmen weren’t interested. They

were afraid women would vote for people and issues they didn’t agree with. Year after year, the

amendment was introduced, but it wasn’t acted on until 1887, when the Senate voted on and

defeated the amendment. Despite the setback, suffragists continued to have the amendment
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the vote state by state, while others insisted an amendment to the Constitution was the only

solution. Suffragists became divided even by tactics—some lost patience with polite lobbying

and became militant. If they landed in jail? So much the better! Anything to bring attention to

the cause.When the amendment reached Congress in 1919, forty-one years after the

suffragists’ first attempt, lawmakers were finally listening, and this time it passed. But in order to
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ratified. Now it was illegal for states or the federal government to deny citizens the right to vote

because of their gender. In the presidential election that year, an estimated 10 million women

voted for the first time.In this book, you’ll meet nineteen women who paved the way for the

vote. Among them are Lucretia Mott, a Quaker who became the mother of the women’s rights

movement, and Sojourner Truth, a former slave who knew the plight of the oppressed all too



well. You’ll meet Susan B. Anthony, who was jailed for voting, and Abby Kelley Foster, who

refused to pay taxes to an all-male government. Also leading the campaign were Ida B. Wells-

Barnett, an African American journalist who refused to walk in a segregated section of a

suffrage march; Adelina Otero-Warren, an Hispano woman who led the suffrage fight in New

Mexico; and Jeannette Rankin, the first woman elected to Congress.Millions devoted their lives

to this fight—they marched, they protested, they held conventions and gave speeches, they

lobbied, wrote articles, and drew cartoons. They were bullied and mocked as man-haters,

monsters, and traitors to their sex. They became outcasts in their homes and in their

communities. For their actions, they were thrown into filthy, freezing prison cells, where they

were beaten and shackled to their cell doors and fed worm-ridden slop. They went on hunger

strikes and were held down while prison doctors thrust feeding tubes down their throats. Their

resolve was tested daily.One hundred years ago, women won a hard-fought civil rights victory.

For 144 years, our country denied women the vote—seventy-two years passed from our

nation’s founding in 1776 until the first stirrings of the suffrage movement in Seneca Falls. For

another seventy-two years, women fought valiantly. Theirs was a cause that cost many women

their reputations, their families and friends, their health, and, for some, even their lives.It’s

something to consider while you stand in line at the polls with your parents—and when

eventually you cast your own vote.1Lucretia Coffin MottJANUARY 3, 1793–NOVEMBER 11,

1880I AM NO ADVOCATE OF PASSIVITY.LUCRETIA COFFIN was never afraid to break the

rules. One day at boarding school, a boy was locked in a closet without his dinner for

misbehaving. Eleven-year-old Lucretia and a friend sneaked through hallways and stairwells to

the boys’ side of the school, where they slipped bread and butter under the door for him. They

got back without being caught!Lucretia grew up on the island of Nantucket, off the coast of

Massachusetts. Her father was a ship captain who was away from home often, leaving her

mother in charge of the family store. When her mother traveled to Boston to buy goods for the

store, Lucretia managed the house and cared for her brothers and sisters.The Motts were a

Quaker family. Quakers believe that everyone has a divine inner spirit and that anyone who

feels the leading of this spirit can speak in church. Because of this belief, Lucretia was used to

hearing women speak boldly. As an adult, Lucretia became a traveling Quaker speaker

herself.In the early 1800s, Lucretia taught at a school in Millbrook, New York, where she had

been a student. She saw that girls weren’t getting the same education boys were, and that

female teachers were paid less than males. “I resolved to claim for myself all that an impartial

Creator had bestowed,” she said.Lucretia began to speak out against slavery, believing it

should be abolished immediately. Not everyone agreed. Some thought the church should stay

out of it, while others believed it should happen more slowly. Some even thought slaves should

be sent away to another country. But Lucretia stood firm. “If our principles are right, why should

we be cowards?” she said.In 1840, Lucretia went to London with her husband, James Mott, for

the World Anti-Slavery Convention. But the male delegates didn’t want female delegates there.

For an entire day the women listened to men argue about whether they could participate. “The

discussion grew more bitter, personal, and exasperating every hour,” one woman noted. Finally,

the men voted that women couldn’t speak and had to sit behind a curtained rail.Lucretia

received more education than most girls of her time. Quakers believed in treating boys and

girls the same. Still, by age fifteen, she had finished school and become a teacher.Outraged,

Lucretia and the other women built a fire in the central hearth of their hotel and kept it burning

through the night. In the middle of June! Disgusted—and no doubt sweating up a storm—some

of the men fled the hotel.That day, Lucretia saw that women were being denied a role in public

life. She realized that men had to stop telling women what they could and couldn’t do. Laws



and traditions would not change until women had a voice.At the convention, Lucretia met

Elizabeth Cady Stanton, a young newlywed who shared her outrage. In 1848, they met again

at a friend’s house in Seneca Falls, a small town in central New York State. There, a group of

five women discussed the ways men controlled women’s lives. They decided to hold a two-day

meeting at the town’s Wesleyan Methodist chapel. They placed an ad in the local paper for “a

Convention to discuss the social, civil and religious condition and rights of woman.”On July 19,

1848, more than three hundred people showed up. Streets were clogged with horses, wagons,

and people. Even some men wanted to attend. Did the women bar the doors? No! They didn’t

treat men the way women had been treated in London.At the convention, the organizers

presented a paper patterned after the Declaration of Independence called the Declaration of

Sentiments and Resolutions. “We hold these truths to be self-evident: that all men and women

are created equal,” it began. In a long list of societal ills and action points, the document

described how men oppressed women and how women intended to change things. It

introduced the idea of women’s equality with men and a woman’s claim to all the rights of an

American citizen.Oddly enough, a demand for the woman’s vote was hotly debated. Some

people—even Lucretia—believed that focusing on the vote alone would take attention away

from other issues, such as property rights and access to education. Others even believed that

women weren’t smart enough to vote or that they could simply convince men to vote for their

causes.Dressed in her black and white Quaker dress and bonnet, Lucretia was a motherly

figure who put everyone at ease, even when her ideas sounded radical. Her speech was

peppered with quaint “thee’s” and “thou’s” in the Quaker way, making hers a calming voice in a

time of rising unrest.Quakers were pacifists who believed they shouldn’t take part in a

government that could declare and engage in war, even by voting. But Lucretia didn’t consider

civil rights battles as wars to shrink from. “I am no advocate of passivity,” she said. “Quakerism,

as I understand it, does not mean quietism.” Today, Lucretia Mott is considered a founder of the

American women’s rights movement.In the United States in the early 1800s, women couldn’t

vote, serve on a jury, or be a witness in court. Girls were rarely educated beyond elementary

school, and, until 1837, not a single college that admitted men would admit women. If they

worked, women generally were teachers or held menial jobs. Most people believed a woman

should stay at home, caring for her husband and children.A married woman was the property

of her husband. She could not own land, sign contracts, or keep her earnings, even if she just

sold eggs or butter. She didn’t even own her own clothes! If her husband was violent, an

alcoholic, or gambled away their home, the law wouldn’t step in. Only a man could divorce, and

the husband got sole custody of any children.Our nation’s Constitution wasn’t clear on exactly

who could vote. In fact, New Jersey’s constitution, written in 1776, allowed some unmarried

women to vote, but that right was taken away in 1807. From then on, voting in this country was

considered a man’s right, especially after the Fourteenth Amendment entered the word “male”

into the Constitution in 1868, giving voting rights only to men.2Sojourner TruthC. 1797–

NOVEMBER 26, 1883YOU MAY HISS AS MUCH AS YOU PLEASE, BUT WOMEN WILL GET

THEIR RIGHTS ANYWAY.IT’S HARD TO IMAGINE being able to change the way people think

or act if you can’t read or write, or even sign your name. But one woman who was entirely

illiterate made her mark on the world anyway. Her name was Sojourner Truth.Born into slavery

in New Paltz, New York, Sojourner was often beaten as a child—once with heated iron rods

because she didn’t understand English, only the Dutch she had learned from her first owner.

One of her owners housed his slaves in a damp, unheated, dirt-floor basement that regularly

flooded. Sojourner once saw a slave killed with a blow to the head. “Oh! my God! What a way is

this of treating human beings?” she cried.Enslaved children weren’t educated, but Sojourner’s



parents passed down stories from their family history and the Bible. Sojourner fully embraced

this way of learning—as a suffrage and an antislavery activist, she made a lasting impression

through her own stories, poems, and songs.New York State began freeing slaves at the end of

the 1700s. Sojourner’s owner promised to free her in 1826, when she was about thirty years

old, but he didn’t. “Ah! The slaveholders are terrible for promising to give you this or that . . .

and when the time of fulfillment comes . . . they recollect nothing of the kind: and you are . . .

taunted with being a liar,” she said. She escaped one morning that year, taking only her baby

and leaving her other four children with their father.Sojourner Truth’s name was a powerful

symbol of her life’s work. But it was not the name she was given at birth.Sojourner was named

Isabelle at birth, and she was called Belle. Her parents went by Baumfree and Mau Mau Bett.

Slaves did not have last names—they were given the last name of the slave owner. Belle’s last

name was changed for each of the owners she had before she escaped—Hardenbergh for two

owners, then Neely, Schryver, and Dumont.As a freewoman, Belle didn’t want a name that had

defined her as a slave. She wanted to be known as a reformer, a person who works to change

society for the better. In 1843, when she started speaking out against slavery, she chose the

name Sojourner, meaning a person who doesn’t stay in one place. To her, that name described

her God-given mission as a traveling speaker for reform causes. Wanting a last name to call

her own, she chose Truth because, she said, “I was to declare the truth to the people.”A

Quaker family took Sojourner in when she first escaped. Many Quakers helped escaped slaves

on their own or through the Underground Railroad, a route of safe houses leading north.

Sojourner moved from place to place, living where she had friends or could find work.In the

mid-1840s, Sojourner began speaking out against slavery. She crisscrossed the country,

speaking to audiences that included both men and women. In those days, women didn’t speak

in public at all, let alone to audiences of both sexes. Not only that, but Sojourner most often

spoke to white audiences. An African American woman telling white people what to do? And a

former slave at that! Sojourner was a bold woman who claimed her space in the free world.At

over six feet tall, Sojourner towered over people, and her piercing stare and confident voice

made her someone who couldn’t be ignored. But she didn’t bully people. In 1852, at a meeting

in Akron, Ohio, she walked up the aisle of a church and sat down quietly on the steps to the

pulpit. She didn’t say a word while other people spoke. But when she was ready, she asked for

permission to speak.Sojourner could see that women were being denied their rights, just as

slaves were. She began to speak out for suffrage. “Man is in a tight place, the poor slave is on

him, woman is coming on him, he is surely between a hawk and a buzzard,” she

declared.Often, she called on her audience’s background of faith to make her points. “I have

heard the Bible and have learned that Eve caused man to sin,” she would say. “Well, if woman

upset the world, do give her a chance to set it right side up again.”Sojourner didn’t shy away

from scolding anyone who heckled her. “You may hiss as much as you please, but women will

get their rights anyway,” she once told an audience of angry men who were booing her

speech.Her lack of education held Sojourner back in some ways. People had to write letters for

her and organize her speaking schedule. She needed help reading train schedules, newspaper

articles, and documents. Often, a grandson would serve as her aide. But she was widely

respected and was even invited to meet with presidents Abraham Lincoln and Ulysses S.

Grant.Although she never took a leadership role, Sojourner worked closely with Lucretia Mott

and the early suffrage movement’s other leaders. She backed the cause for decades, speaking

publicly well into her eighties. She was a powerful advocate for the cause, convincing people

not with academic argument, but with fiery homespun talk that stirred her listeners’

emotions.Sojourner Truth was the first African American woman to win a court case against a



white person in the United States. In 1828, she sued a slave owner who had illegally sold her

five-year-old son and won his freedom.3Abby Kelley FosterJANUARY 15, 1811–JANUARY 14,

1887BLOODY FEET, SISTERS, HAVE WORN SMOOTH THE PATH BY WHICH YOU COME

UP HITHER.ABBY KELLEY once walked into a church service in Connecticut and, at the sight

of her, the preacher shouted out a warning to his congregation.“This Jezebel is come among

us also!” he cried, likening her to a biblical villain of low reputation.What had this young woman

done to deserve such public scorn?Born into a middle-class Quaker farm family in Pelham,

Massachusetts, Abby was educated to become a teacher. In 1826, she left home to attend a

Quaker boarding school in Providence, Rhode Island. She paid her way by teaching younger

students and borrowing money from an older, married sister. In 1829, at the age of nineteen,

she embarked on her adult life.After spending a few years at home, Abby took a teaching job in

Lynn, Massachusetts, where she heard the antislavery lectures of William Lloyd Garrison. She

eagerly adopted his cause, which included not only the freeing of slaves, but the end of the

slave trade and the granting of full civil rights for African Americans. These views, considered

extreme at the time, made her an outcast. When she spoke against slavery, she was often

refused entrance to churches and town halls, so she held meetings outdoors, in meadows and

apple orchards, where she was pelted with rotten fruit and stones.Abby was a moving and

persuasive speaker. Her lively and independent spirit seeped into her speeches. Her oratory

was so powerful that someone once told her that if she didn’t keep speaking, “God will smite

you.”But people still weren’t used to women speaking in public, especially to audiences that

included white men and African American people. On May 17, 1838, a mob of angry men

gathered outside a newly built lecture hall in Philadelphia. Abby was among the antislavery

speakers who addressed a crowd of three thousand people that afternoon. Despite the rising

threat of violence, she and the other speakers, including Lucretia Mott, did not back down.“It is

the still small voice within, which may not be withstood, that bids me open my mouth for the

dumb!” she shouted above the heckling men.The women delivered their speeches and left the

building, white women arm-in-arm with black women, pushing boldly through the swelling

crowd. After they left, the mob rushed into the building, hacked it to pieces, and burned it to the

ground. The building had stood for just four days!
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living in 30 words

MN, “A Joyous Parade of a Book as the March Goes On. “That symbol of perfect equality,”

Susan B. Anthony called it, or maybe it was Mary Church Terrell’s determination that “the world

takes a step forward.” Few things in life are more important than the right to vote amongst your

peers, the very battery that makes society run. As a man, I winced through every page of

Nancy B. Kennedy’s brilliant book “Women Win the Vote”, just as I had in viewing the “Shall Not

Be Denied” exhibit at the Library of Congress, because I feel the pain of endurance that carried

the suffragist movement and I don’t have to look far to see the same dense duty of denial on

dunce pulpits today.What an incredible cause to celebrate, no matter the year or anniversary.

And what a deeply satisfying book this is, telling me so much more about the warriors than I

ever knew. The clever vehicle of 19 profiles (plus bonus figures) is in tribute to the Nineteenth

Amendment, which is the first thing you notice in reading this book. The gorgeous and

passionate writing, along with Katy Dockrill’s bold and fanciful illustrations, is the next. It is so

important that this book keeps the arduous and journey alive, for in some ways the journey

marches on as does the "hiss" that Sojourner Truth pushed bravely through.This is an

especially vital read because of lessons that prove invaluable today, with people like

Oklahoma’s bought governor in full and even proud assault on women’s basic rights, eager to

crush and imprison women Lucy Burns-style. Kennedy writes that suffragists were routinely

jeered and condemned “as crude and un-Christian.” Sound familiar? Just consider this quote

from Julia Ward Howe, raised in a wealthy New York City estate but oppressed by males

throughout her life: “The weapon of Christian warfare is the ballot. Adopt it, O you women, with

clean hands and a pure heart!” (Note to Oklahomans!)Ward -- whose chapter was my favorite

part of this book, hence the picture attached here -- wrote the lyrics to “The Battle Hymn of the

Republic” and Kennedy also quotes her on the subject of ending slavery and making voting

legal for everyone. “Make your protest against tyranny, meanness, and injustice!” she said.

Reading this book, I could easily see the same women on Capitol Hill today, making familiar

cases to dim elected officials like Ted Cruz who never advanced.Just as Ward and other

women of her era often wrote anonymously or under a nom de plume, one has the feeling this

book would have been written by “N.B. Kennedy” if authored back then. Just consider the

satisfaction that a woman’s byline today is whatever she wants. Jane Austen would be

delighted.As Abigail Adams told her husband nearly a century before the 1848 Declaration of

Sentiments, “Remember the ladies (or) we are determined to foment a rebellion.” Her words

were prophetic, and it is crucial that the rebellion be chronicled long after women finally did win

the right to vote. Kennedy’s book, while apolitical in nature, is worthy of praise and sharing with

women and men and boys and girls to appreciate how far the fight has come and why it must

to go on.Reviving the Equal Rights Amendment would be a great next step, and you can read

all about the woman who wrote it in its original form in 1923, as explained in the Alice Paul

chapter here, on page 89. Dig into this great read and see why it’s all still so relevant today.

They earned a win for the ages, and yet the work continues.”

Sunday C, “Not your typical collection of bios. Not your traditional collection of bios. There's no

"she was born in this year, in this city blah blah blah." Instead Kennedy starts each four-page

bio with an anecdote that draws readers in. Lucretia Mott breaks the rules and sneaks bread

and butter under a door to boy locked in a closet for misbehaving. Susan Brownell Anthony



came home distraught that her teacher refused to teach her long division because girls "didn't

need to know advanced math" and so forth.Kennedy continues by TELLING STORIES about

each woman--snippets, anecdotes, etc that reveal the determination of these activists over

DECADES. And oh, boy. While I've read about the suffragettes in the past, there were so many

details and anecdotes I hadn't heard. Audiences or parade on-lookers becoming enraged,

"hissing and stomping," throwing "rotten eggs, rum bottles and worse." The extensive traveling

these women did - across rough terrain in the west including a gun toter, minister who had to

defend herself. Two suffragettes refused to pay property taxes, claiming "taxation without

representation in gov't." The numerous journals/magazines/newspapers and associations

these women started and all the other issues they tackled from abolishing slavery to making

riding bicycles a norm for women. And so on.What's ESPECIALLY REFRESHING is how

Kennedy does not shy away from the VERY REAL PROBLEMS within the movement or, in

particular, the beliefs of some of the suffragettes. Some were racist. Some believed white

women should get the vote before African American males. Some believed that women should

get the vote through dignified approaches like letter writing and marching. Others were more

radical, destroying property. Some let certain women into their groups and not others. Many,

many were wealthy and had the means to be active and many did not and so they were not

always represented or advocated for. Groups split over these issues. AND there are STILL

VOTING RIGHTS ISSUES TODAY which Kennedy briefly describes in the epilogue. Kennedy

addresses these issues throughout the book - developing these big ideas--in a kid-friendly

way.Kennedy includes lots of QUOTES that would be a great launch for student-led

conversations about each bio."You may hiss as much as you please, but women will get their

rights anyway." - Sojourner Truth"Bloody feet, Sisters, have worn smooth the path by which you

come up hither." - Abby Kelley Foster"I am no advocate of passivity." - Lucretia Coffin MottThe

layout and design is predictable--easing the cognitive load for our readers. Sidebars include

fascinating facts or extend the information in the main text. The first of each four-page bio is a

photo of the woman surrounded by multiple of Dockrill's ILLUSTRATIONS which can be used

to make predictions or can easily be returned to after reading the bio to think about what they

reveal about that woman.LOVE THE EXTENSIVE NOTES at the end with SOURCES OF

QUOTES. Woohoo!!! Kennedy establishes her authority and accuracy by including this.I'd

recommend for middle grade (4th-9th grade) readers and for adults!!!”

Jane, “A good year to read this book. Democracy is on everyone's mind this fall and this book

is a good place to explain some of the ups and downs of living in an imperfect but non-static

system of government. I recommend this for anyone who has children in grade school or

middle school. I learned a lot, as well, so it's for anyone who is interested in democracy and

how it forms and changes.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Love this book!. There isn’t a better comprehensive book about the

struggle of suffragettes. For all ages.”

Veronica Leigh, “An Amazing Book!. When I learned my friend Nancy B. Kennedy published a

book on the history of the Women’s Suffrage Movement for kids, coinciding with the hundredth

anniversary of the passing of the 19th Amendment, I immediately wanted to read it. She

originally wrote an amazing series entitled, “Miracles and Moments of Grace.” My second

published essay was included in her anthology, “Miracles and Moments of Grace: Inspiring

Stories of Survival.” Unfortunately, due to the COVID19 pandemic, I had to postpone reading



newly released books and writing reviews. Within the last week, I was able to get my hands on

a copy of “Women Win the Vote: 19 for the 19th Amendment.” I was amazed by the in-depth

research that was presented in an engaging manner, no doubt which will pique the interest of

boys and girls alike. Beautifully illustrated, containing historical photographs, and mini-

biographies of the ladies who fought for the right to vote, I spent a few happy hours reading this

book. Some of the historical figures I had heard of, though didn’t know much about. Others, I

was unfamiliar with and intend to do further research on. Definitely a wonderful book for kids

eager to learn the struggle the suffragettes went through. So, check it out, share it with your

children. Nancy, I can’t wait to see what you do next!”

The book by Nancy B. Kennedy has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 28 people have provided feedback.
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